
The Einhell TC-TS 210 bench-type circular saw delivers with a maximum of 1200 W enough power for precision work on wood in building and hobby

projects. The powder-coated work table measuring 525 x 440 mm is equipped with an easy-to-read scale. A parallel stop and angle stop ensure clean

cuts. The height of the saw blade with carbide-coated teeth is infinitely adjustable. For clean miter cuts the angle of the cut can be infinitely adjusted

from 45 degrees to 90 degrees. For working in safety there is a push stick, and the motor has an integrated overload switch for extra protection. The

plastic feet on the metal housing ensure non-slip free-standing stability.

Table Saw

TC-TS 210
Item No.: 4340425

Ident No.: 11019

Bar Code: 4006825647273

Features & Benefits
Compact, stable and very powerfull. A variable auxiliary!-

The motor with overload protection delivers powerfully 1200W-

Parallel stop with clamps on both sides for exact cuts-

The blade height can be adjusted for increased security.-

Angular adjustment of the saw blade till 45° for mitre cuts.-

Including an angle stop (+/- 60°) also for easy mitre cuts-

Extractor adapter for wet-/dry vacuum cleaners with 36 mm system-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 900 W

- Max. power (S6 | S6%) 1200 W  |  40 %

- Idle speed 4800 min^-1

- Saw blade Ø210  x  ø30 mm

- Number of saw teeth 24 Pieces

- Swiveling range of saw blade 45 °

- Max. cutting height at 45° 27 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 45 mm

- Height adjustment continuous 0-45 mm

- Diameter of suction adapter 36 mm

- Size of working table 525  x  440 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 10.5 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 13.5 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 562 x 477 x 390 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 13.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 562 x 477 x 390 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 240 | 480 | 576
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Available as special accessories

HM-Sägeblatt 210x30x2,8mm 48Z
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502034
Bar Code: 4006825456110
Einhell Grey

HM-Sägeblatt 210x30x2,8mm 24Z
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502048
Bar Code: 4006825456004
Einhell Grey

HM-Sägeblattset 210x30x2,5 AK
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502132
Bar Code: 4006825534269
Einhell Grey
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